Open for predator fishing October 1st to March 14th

www.buryhillfisheries.com

Boat Benefits
Bury Hill’s unique fleet of
flat-bottomed punts add an extra
dimension to predator sport.
Comfortably taking two anglers with
full kit, punts offer unrivalled access
and mobility around the many fish
holding features, allowing large areas
of water to be covered quickly for the
best chance of dropping your bait on a
pike or zander.
Each year many of the biggest
predator hauls fall to boat anglers,
whether targeting the dense cover of the Jungle or the
overhangs of the Island. For fly enthusiasts, boats offer the
perfect platform, allowing room for safe back casting. For those
using spinners and lures, boats allow prime fish holding areas to
be explored quickly with minimum effort.
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BIG perch attract more and more attention from specialists with
their bold appearance and striking colours, and three acre Milton
in the lower valley offers a big head of quality stripers over 2 lb up
to a fishery best of 4 lb-plus. Simple tactics such as float fished
lobworm and red maggot against the reeds (we do not allow dead
baiting or spinning) account for regular specimens on the toughest
of winter days, with perch
sport having featured in
several angling titles
including Ian Welch’s
Angling Adventures in
the Angler’s Mail which
produced a 3lb 10oz
specimen. See picture
overleaf.

ALL aspiring predator anglers under 16
are required to attend a Pro Fish pike and
zander course before being able to fish
ANGLING
independently on the fishery – another
example of our commitment to the safest, COURSES
highest quality sport.
Running October to March, courses offer five hours tuition
with well known experienced predator ace Eric Bailey with all
tackle and bait supplied. You’ll cover every aspect of safe pike

and zander fishing from rig construction to fish handling and
bait selection. Pro Fish offers a great brush up
or refresher course for experienced
anglers as well as novices. For
details of Pro Fish dates and
availability visit our website
www.buryhillfisheries.co.uk
Private tuition can also
be arranged on a one to
one or group booking basis,
tailored for numbers and
experience, and makes a
popular gift for husbands,
partners, family members and
friends.
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Martin Bowler with a typical brace of Bury Hill Zeds

LOOKING for the best pike and zander action this winter? Bury
Hill Fisheries near Dorking, Surrey is one of the country’s most
consistent predator fisheries, packed with hard fighting pike and
shed loads of zander.
An amazing 100 or more double-figure zander are reported
each winter, with specimens to over 16 lb caught each year,
making Bury Hill arguably the finest stillwater zander fishery in
the country. So if you’re looking for variety in your winter sport
or aiming for a double-figure zander to head your list of
personal bests, look no further. Quality pike also feature heavily,
with numerous doubles, a good number of twenties and fish
approaching the magical 30 lb barrier present.

as featured in 'Catching The Impossible'

Combined with extensive facilities such as a café serving
home cooked food, a fully stocked tackle shop selling everything
from terminal tackle to deadbaits, clean heated toilets and
disabled friendly access, Bury Hill has become a favourite key
destination for comfortable and productive winter predator sport.
And with a beautiful backdrop of a mature 12-acre estate lake
nestling amongst the wildlife rich Surrey Hills, you’ll find no finer
day ticket setting.

WITH opposing feeding habits, the huge stocks of zander and
pike at Bury Hill ensure there’s always a great chance of a fish
or two.
Zander feed hardest in mild coloured conditions whilst pike
are more active when colder, clear conditions force the huge
stocks of skimmers and bream to start shoaling up. No matter
whether mild weather fronts bring heavy rain and coloured
water or freezing temperatures see ice forming around the lake,
there are always predators to be caught – and on many days
mixed catches of both species.
One of the most advanced aeration systems of any
commercial fishery means Bury Hill rarely freezes completely,
even during Arctic conditions that see other fisheries freeze
solid, offering valuable extra opportunities to sample great
winter sport regardless of the weather.
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ALWAYS at the forefront of responsible fishery management, the
winter of 2010 sees the implementation of a single hook only
rule for predators at Bury Hill. The new guidelines will outlaw
the use of treble hooks with a maximum single hook size of 4
being permitted.
‘We are the first major commercial fishery to ban the use of
trebles for predators,’ commented venue owner David de Vere.
‘The decision has followed two years of intensive research and
hundreds of captures of pike and specimen zander. Our findings
are that single hook rigs and smaller baits will not only see an
increase in the number of runs and fish caught, but virtually all
fish caught will be hooked cleanly in the scissors.’
Experienced predator anglers appreciate the dangers of
deep hooked fish and understand the care required to ensure all
pike and zander are hooked, handled and returned safely.
‘We have the backing of many experienced anglers and will
always take steps to protect our predator stocks whilst offering
the best chance of catching to our customers. I’m confident that
single hooks and small baits will result in better catches in the
future and improved fish safety. A full range of single hook
predator rigs will be available to purchase in our tackle shop,’
concluded David.

Bury Hill’s single hook initiative has already won the support
of some of the most experienced and respected predator
anglers in the UK including Mick Brown and Neville Fickling.

“The treble hook ban at Bury Hill Fishery is a bold attempt to
improve fishing and preserve predator stocks. All predators
can be very naive at times and wolf baits down at others. For
both of these reasons, using single hooks on small baits is a
wise move and exactly how I
approach much of my
fishing where large
baits are
unnecessary. The
tactic also works
brilliantly in
conjunction with
pre-baiting,
groundbaiting and
more modern
tactics like using
swim feeders and
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LOOKING for the best chance of action?
Over many seasons certain presentations
have proven to be the most consistent
catchers, and make the ideal starting point
when looking for pike and zander action at
Bury Hill.

1. The best times to catch Pike and Zander is

ROVING FLOAT METHOD

FLOAT LEDGER METHOD

early morning and late afternoon when the
light levels are at their lowest.
2. Zander love mild, wet weather conditions.
To improve your catches, fish on cloudy
days and after heavy rain when the lake
becomes coloured.
3. Clear coldwater conditions are best for
Pike, particularly following a hard frost.
4. Zander and Pike are finicky feeders,
improve your chances of catching by
reducing the resistance on your terminal
tackle by using small floats and small
leads. A simple hanging bite indicator will
also show finicky bites better.
5. Sea and freshwater baits both work well.
For best results, fish small baits and fish
sections and punch holes in your bait so
that the blood and natural oils leak out.
6. Pike and Zander tend to shoal up during the
colder months, try casting to different areas of
your swim, and when you find the fish, recast
to the same area as other fish will be present.
7. When the lake is partly frozen, fish close to the
edge of the ice, as this is where the small fish
tend to congregate.
8. Boat anglers fishing the jungle will increase
their chances by moving regularly.

RUNNING LEDGER METHOD

method feeders and bolt rigs designed to hook predators in the
jaws. I am sure the merits of the single hook ruling will soon be
evident in catches across the board.” Mick Brown
“At Bury Hill where small baits are
acknowledged to be the most
effective small single hooks
undoubtedly offer
improved presentation,
and if an angler does
have a mishap with a
swallowed bait a
single hook is far
easier to remove
than two trebles.
Predators are much
more at risk from
angling pressure than
other species and Bury Hill’s
moves to safeguard stocks and
protect fish from unnecessary dangers should be welcomed.”

Neville Fickling.

Ian Welch with a stonking 3lb 10oz Perch
caught from Milton Lake
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Correct at time of going to press

Adult 1 rod ................................................ £11.50
Additional rods (up to maximum three) .... £5.50
Junior 1 rod ................................................ £8.50
Boats (per person) ...................................... £5.50

Predator Winter Season Ticket
(1st October - 14th March ......................... £70.00
* Note juniors under 16 must be accompanied
by an experienced adult.

When purchasing a ticket you agree to be bound by the following rules:

1. Predator fishing between 1st October and 14th March only
2. Only experienced predator anglers may fish for pike and zander.
Everyone else must attend one of our Big Fish Predator courses before fishing alone
3. Juniors must be accompanied by an adult who is fishing at all times
4. All fish must be returned immediately to the water after capture
5. Only barbless single hooks to be used, maximum size 4
6. Bury Hill operates an immediate strike rule to avoid deep hooking
7. The use of treble hooks on plugs and spinners is permitted, provided that all hooks are fully de-barbed
8. We permit fly fishing techniques from boats only, however, hooks must be single barbless and a suitable length of
trace wire used between hook and leader
9. Minimum 12 lb BS main line
10. Braided main lines may be used provided that a 1-metre length of nylon (minimum 12 lb BS) is tied between the braid and the hook link
11. Anglers must be in possession of a specimen unhooking mat (minimum 42 inches) and specimen net
(minimum 42 inches), plus a set of long nose forceps or pliers for unhooking
12. The use of live bait is strictly banned
13. Do not bring fresh dead baits onto the fishery, all dead baits must be frozen before using
14. Handle all fish with the greatest of care, do not lift fish other than over an unhooking mat, do not stand up with a fish. Return all fish to the
water using a net or weigh sling

Bury Hill Fisheries, The Boathouse, Old Bury Hill, Westcott, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3JU.
Telephone: Bailiff (01306) 883621 Administration (01306) 877540 Fax: (01306) 877545
Email: info@buryhillfisheries.co.uk

